
                 
 

V-RAY DOME LIGHT 
 

This demonstration covers the some of the settings of the V-Ray Dome Light. 



                 
 

1. In the folder 03 04 Office Building open the scene named 04 V-Ray Dome Light.max 

2. Start V-Ray RT 

 

 

3. Create a V-Ray Dome Light and place it anywhere in the scene: 



                 
 

 

 



                 
 

4. In the Modify tab of the Command Panel try different values for the Multiplier parameter: 

 

  

5. Set the Multiplier to 40,0 

6. Try different values for the Color parameter: 



                 
 

 

  

7. Set the Color to white 

8. In the Options rollout toggle the Cast shadows checkbox and note the difference: 



                 
 

 

  

9. Make sure the Cast shadows check box is enabled 

10. In the Dome light rollout toggle the Affect alpha check box. Note the difference in the alpha 

channel 



                 
 

 

   

11. Make sure the Affect alpha check box is disabled 

12. Use the Isolate Selection toggle to isolate the V-Ray Dome Light  

 



                 
 

13. Toggle the Spherical (full dome) check box and note the effect: 

 

  

14. Make sure that the Spherical (full dome) check box is enabled 

15. Disable the Isolate Selection toggle  

16. Open the Material Editor, find the DomeTexture (VRayHDRI) and connect it to the texture slot of 

the V-Ray Dome Light: 



                 
 

 



                 
 

 

17. Note that we are using a VRayHDRI node to load the .hdri image. In the settings of the 

DomeTexture node try different values for the Horiz. rotation parameter: 



                 
 

 

  

18. Set the Horiz. rotation to 333,0 

19. Set the Inverse gamma to 0,7 



                 
 

 



                 
 

 

20. Press “8” to open the Environment and Effects menu and in the Atmosphere rollout select the 

VRayAerialPerspective plug-in, enable the Active check box and change the visibility range (in 

meters) parameter to 1200,0: 



                 
 

 



                 
 

 

21. In the Render Setup dialog and in the settings for V-Ray RT disable the Override mtl check box. 

Wait for the final render. 

 



                 
 

 


